Amateurs in Science: A History From Below
Final colloquium of the ANR-funded project ‘AmateurS’ (5, 6 and 7 September 2022 –
Le Mans University)
—
Call for papers
The ANR-funded project ‘AmateurS – Amateurs in Science (France, 1850–1950): A
History From Below’ (https://ams.hypotheses.org/) will hold its final colloquium at Le Mans
University (France) from 5 to 7 September 2022.
Following the research carried out in this project, the colloquium proposes to broaden
geographically (France and beyond) and chronologically (18th-21st centuries) the perspectives
opened by a history from below of amateurs in science, which restores their points of view,
their practices, and their material productions. In order to avoid a mere juxtaposition of case
studies, the classical themes of the history of amateurs will be reexamined through the
transversal questions listed below.
Session 1 – Vocations and Formation.
How is an amateur born? This session will look back at the early years of the individual amateur
in science. It will look at what a vocation means to amateurs, the models that inspire them, and
the places that contribute to their desire to become scientists. It will also focus on the different
ways of training (readings, school courses, meetings, etc.). It may also focus on the construction
of amateur figures as models for amateurs.
Session 2 – Science in the family.
The social history of amateurs has been very interested in the sociabilities woven by learned
societies. Addressing this question in the light of the family invites one to consider the way in
which science is practised in the family, and to examine, for example, the gender dynamics or
the relationships between generations that are established around scientific practices. On the
other hand, the presence of family or friendship circles within amateur networks diversifies
their functions and blurs the boundaries between the public and the private. Their role in social
promotion, in the structuration or reproduction of scientific elites, including the professional
ones, through friendly or matrimonial alliances, may be questioned.
Session 3 – Allegiances and contestations.
This session will focus on the internal value systems of amateurs and their individual or
collective legitimization strategies. It is based on the hypothesis that amateurs can be caught up
in several dynamics, including the quest for legitimacy with respect to scientific institutions,
implying adherence to the values of professionals, and a quest for ‘local’ legitimacy, internal
to the world of amateurs and to its own values. These strategies of legitimization can be
combined or confronted; they can weigh differently according to individual or collective
situations, and according to political and epistemic issues (alternative, participative, struggling
or militant sciences). They can perhaps also be read through choices of modes and registers of
expression (humour, literary texts, etc.).
Session 4 – Amateur publics.
This session will focus on the role of amateurs as mediators and disseminators of knowledge,
and more broadly on their way of building an audience and the issues that this construction
underlies. What place do conferences, exhibitions, public courses, talks and texts intended for

the general public occupy in the activities of amateurs? What do we know about their content
and the didactic choices made? What role does the choice of medium play in the amateur’s
construction of his audience? Should we consider that these activities are part of the
popularization of knowledge produced by the institutions, as is conventionally understood, and
of which the amateurs are simple translators or passers-by? Or do amateurs mediate their own
knowledge, which they have produced themselves, different from that disseminated by the
popular science media?
Session 5 – The territories of amateur science.
The science practised by amateurs is often dependent on local contexts. It is even sometimes
only domestic or village-based. However, it can be deployed on wider territories than those of
academic scientists (missionaries, military, etc.). In this session, we propose to examine, from
local to global, the ways in which networks or amateur scientific practices are structured. In
this session, the places and spaces of contact between professionals and amateurs
(archaeological sites, astronomical observatories, etc.) will also be addressed.
Session 6 – The objects of amateur science and their markets.
Material history has recently focused on the collection, the instruments, and even the
productions of amateurs (drawings, models, etc.). Through the lens of the circuits and markets
of these objects, can this history allow us to resituate the amateur in a partly monetary
circulation of knowledge? By showing the customer or consumer behind the amateur, the aim
is to recall his intermediary role between the reception and production of scientific objects. As
a counterpoint to the offer intended for amateurs, this session could also present the offer
produced by the amateurs themselves.
Proposals for papers of about twenty lines should be accompanied by a bibliography that
includes sources, and a short CV of no more than one page.
These proposals should indicate the name of the author, his/her institutional affiliation and
function, a title, as well as the session in which the paper is to be presented.
Proposals should be sent by 15 January 2022 to the colloquium organizers:
hadrien.viraben@univ-lemans.fr; laurence.guignard@u-pec.fr. A reply will be sent before 28
February 2022.
The languages of the colloquium will be French and English.
Scientific committee:
David Aubin (IMJ-PRG, Sorbonne Université); Géraldine Delley (Laténium, Université de
Neuchâtel); Volny Fages (IDHES, ENS Paris-Saclay); Laurence Guignard (CRHEC,
Université Paris-Est Créteil INSPÉ); Hervé Guillemain (TEMOS, Le Mans Université); Aurélie
Hess (TEMOS, Université Bretagne-Sud); Florian Mathieu (Études sur les sciences et les
techniques, Université Paris-Saclay); Serge Reubi (CAK, Musée national d’histoire naturelle);
Nathalie Richard (TEMOS, Le Mans Université); Nathan Schlanger (École nationale des
chartes); Florent Serina (Institut de psychologie, Université de Lausanne); Hadrien Viraben
(TEMOS, Le Mans Université).

